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Resumen:
In in recent years, applications of cognitive diagnosis models (CDMs) have been extended
beyond the educational confines to include clinical and industrial/organizational psychology
settings. A fundamental part of the validity argument for the use of scores derived from
CDMs is evaluating the accuracy of the examinee classification. This presentation examines
the quality of a 31-item proportional reasoning (PR) test by estimating its classification
accuracy using various approaches. To better understand how cognitively diagnostic
assessments can be optimally constructed, different 31-item paper-and-pencil tests from a 76item pool are automatically constructed using several procedures. Moreover, a cognitive
diagnosis computerized adaptive testing (CD-CAT) implementation of the PR test is
considered. Results indicate that the optimally constructed tests and CD-CAT can improve on
the classification accuracy of the original 31-item test, and the improvements are substantial
for some attribute patterns.
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